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Abstract
The computation of classical invariants of the rational homotopy type of simply connected spaces is shown
to be an NP-hard problem. ( 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In this note we prove that computing most of the numerical invariants of the rational homotopy
type of simply connected spaces are NP-hard problems, even if we restrict ourselves to very
particular classes of spaces.
For readers not very familiar with complexity, let us brie#y recall some of the basic terms we
shall use (see [2] or [12]). Formally, a problem P"MIaNa|C is just a family of "nite subsets of
non-negative integers, each Ia being an instance of the problem. Often, each instance may be viewed
as a single integer which carries the codi"cation of the sequence of integers which it represents.
Therefore, it is also common in computer sciences to see a problem, together with its solution, as
a function f : PPN in which P is also a subset of N. If I3P, f (I ) is the solution to the instance I.
A decision problem is a problem f with just two possible values, usually M0, 1N (Yes or No). The
language of a decision problem is the set of instances I for which the answer is yes, i.e. f (I)"1.
A decision problem f : PPN (or simply P for convenience) belongs to the class P (polynomial) if
there is an algorithm A that solves the problem in polynomial time, i.e., there is a polynomial
p such that for each instance I3P of length n, A produces f (I) in a number of steps bounded by
p(n).
On the other hand, a problem P belongs to the class NP (non-deterministic polynomial) if there
is an algorithmA and a polynomial p such that: given an instance I3P of length n and a certi"cate
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(a candidate to f (I)) C3N, the algorithm A determines whether C is in fact a solution for I in
a number of steps bounded above by p (n).
Roughly speaking, P corresponds to the class of problems which are &&easy’’ to solve while NP is
the class of problems for which it is &&easy’’ to validate a given solution. Obviously (taking the empty
certi"cate), PLNP and it is widely accepted in complexity the conjecture that this inclusion is
strict.
We recall now the concept of reducibility: a map between problems „ : PPP@ is a Turing or
polynomial reduction if these two conditions are satis"ed: (i) „(I) belongs to the language of P@ if
and only if I is also an instance of the language of P; (ii) there exists a polynomial p such that for
each I3P the length of „(I) is bounded by p evaluated in the length of I. If two problems can be
Turing reduced one into the other we say that these two problems are Turing or polynomially
equivalent.
Among the NP problems, the &&hardest’’ are the NP-complete: A problem P3NP is NP-
complete if any other problem in NP can be polynomially reduced to P. Hence, an algorithm that
solves an NP-complete problem would also solve any other problem in NP in the same range of
time.
In increasing scale of di$culty, a problem P is said to be NP-hard if any other problem in NP is
polynomially reduced to P (although it is not required that P3NP). Obviously any NP-complete
problem is NP-hard and again it is not known if this inclusion is strict. However, it is believed that
NP-hard problems cannot be solved in polynomial time. From this, we get the strength of our main
result:
Theorem 1. ‚et C be the class of 1-connected spaces S for which n
*
(S)?Q is ,nite dimensional.
Determining whether, given S3C, H*(S; Q) is ,nite dimensional (i.e. S is elliptic), is a NP-hard
problem.
More generally (see Corollary 5) we prove the theorem above even for the very particular class of
coformal spaces with non-vanishing rational homotopy only in dimensions 2 and 3 (note that the
more restricted the instances for which a problem is shown to be NP-hard the more powerful is the
result).
This can be viewed as the Eckmann}Hilton dual of a result of Anick [2] which asserts that
determining whether, given a "nite complex S, n
*
(S)?Q is "nite dimensional, is an NP-hard
problem. However, we shall easily deduce this from our results. Also, from theorem above, one
immediately obtains that computing the rational LS-category of a space is again an NP-hard task.
To "nish, we turn our attention to "nite complexes and prove with very simple arguments the
following surprising fact:
Theorem 2. For the class of formal spaces, the computation of Betti numbers or the cup length of the
rational cohomology algebra (and hence the rational ‚S-category) are NP-hard problems.
In this note we shall use standard notation and classical results in rational homotopy theory for
which [4, 5] or [11] are good references. All spaces considered are 1-connected of "nite type and,
unless explicitly stated otherwise, the ground "eld of algebraic objects is Q.
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2. Precise statements and proofs
Let G be a non-oriented, simple, connected, "nite graph with vertices < (G)"Mv
1
, 2, vnN and
edges E (G)"M(v
r
, v
s
), (r, s)3JN. Given an integer k*2 we associate to G the rational space
S
G,k
whose Sullivan model (K<
G,k
, d) (minimal if k*3) is de"ned as follows:
<%7%/
G,k
"Sx
1
, 2 , xnT, i"1, 2 , n, DxiD"2, dxi"0
<0$$
G,k
"Sy
(r,s)
T, (r, s)3J, Dy
(r, s)
D"2k!3, dy
(r, s)
" k+
l/1
xk~l
r
xl~1
s
.
Then, we prove
Theorem 3. G is k-colorable if and only if the space S
G,k
is not elliptic.
Proof. First observe that dim H* (S
G,k
)"R if and only if the system M+k
l/1
uk~l
r
ul~1
s
"0, (r, s)3JN
has a non-trivial solution on C: Indeed, by [8], dimH*(K<
G,k
, d)"R if and only if there is
a non-trivial morphism of di!erential graded algebras u : (K<
G,k
, d)P(C[a], 0) with DaD"2
(D)D denotes degree). If this is the case, write u (x
i
)"j
i
a and observe that Mj
1
, 2 , jnN is a non-trivial
solution for the above system. Conversely, if Mj
1
, 2 , jnN is a non-trivial solution then u(xi)"jia
and u(y
(r, s)
)"0 de"nes a non-trivial morphism.
Assume the graph G to be k-colorable and let f :< (G)PM1, 2, kN be such a coloring, i.e. a map
for which f (v
r
)Of (v
s
) if (v
r
, v
s
)3E(G). Let p be a bijection between M1, 2, kN and the set of kth
roots of the unity. Then, giving to the variables in the system above the values u
i
"p ( f (v
i
)) we
obtain a non-trivial solution and therefore S
G,k
is not elliptic. Indeed, if (v
r
, v
s
)3E(G) then
p( f (v
r
))Op ( f (v
s
)) and
k
+
l/1
p ( f (v
r
))k~lp( f (v
s
))l~1"p ( f (vr))k!p ( f (vs))k
p( f (v
r
))!p ( f (v
s
))
"0.
Conversely, suppose that S
G,k
is not elliptic and let (z
1
, 2, zn)3Cn be a non-trivial solution of the
system. Then z
i
O0 for all i. Otherwise, since G is connected, in view of the equations, the solution
would be trivial. Also, for every (r, s)3J, zk
r
!zk
j
"(z
r
!z
s
)+k
l/1
zk~l
r
zl~1
s
"0, and again by the
connectivity of the graph one obtains that zk
1
"2"zk
n
. We may assume that this common value
is 1. Finally, assigning to each vertex v
i
the color p~1(z
i
) we obtain a k-coloring of G. h
Now, denote by C
k
the class of spaces with "nite-dimensional rational homotopy and whose
minimal models (KX, d) satisfy d XLK(kX. Any space S3C
k
is encoded as follows: let (KX, d) be
the minimal model of S, choose Mx
1
, 2 , xmN a homogeneous basis of X and write
dx
j
"+
p(k
jji
1
,2 , ip
xi
i
2xi
p
, with 1)i
1
)2)i
p
)m. Hence, the number of coe$cients
jji
1
,2 , ip
that appear in the description of the di!erential is at most m+k~1
p/2
(m#p!1)!/(p!1)!m!,
clearly bounded by a polynomial in m. Then the codi"cation string of S consists of m, the degree of
each x
j
, and the list of the coe$cients of the di!erential. This is the encoding we use to deduce the
following corollary of the result above, which implies in particular Theorem 1.
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Corollary 4. Fixed an integer k*3, determining whether a space S3C
k
is elliptic is an NP-hard
problem.
Proof. Let P denote the problem of graph k-coloring and let P@ the problem of the statement.
Recall that each instance of P, i.e. each graph G, is usually encoded by the number n of vertices
together with the adjacency matrix, a square matrix A"(a
i,j
) of order n in which a
i, j
"1 if
(v
i
, v
j
)3E(G) and a
i, j
"0 otherwise. Hence, each instance of % has a length that goes from
log
2
n#n2 if n is input in binary to n#n2 with n in &unary’. In any case, the length is bounded by
a polynomial in the number of vertices.
Now de"ne a transformation „ : PPP@ which assigns to each I3P, representing a graph G
of n vertices, the instance „(I) encoding the space S
G,k
3C
k
of theorem above. Observe that the
length of this instance, with the codi"cation as above, is bounded by a polynomial in
dim<
G,k
"n#DE(G)D)n#n2 and therefore bounded by a polynomial in the length of I. Hence,
in view of Theorem 3, „ is clearly a Turing reduction and, since P is known to be an NP-complete
problem (see, for example, [6]), the assertion follows. h
Note that C
3
corresponds to the class of coformal space while the spaces S
G,3
only have two
non-vanishing rational homotopy groups in dimensions 2 and 3. Hence one can be more general:
Corollary 5. ‚et C be the class of coformal spaces with rational homotopy concentrated in dimensions
2 and 3. Determining whether a space in C is elliptic is an NP-hard problem.
Also, since for a space S with "nite-dimensional rational homotopy one has that S is elliptic if
and only if cat
0
(S)(R, we obviously deduce:
Corollary 6. Given k*3, computing cat
0
for spaces in C
k
is an NP-hard problem.
Remark. In [2] Anick proved what can be seen as the Eckmann}Hilton dual of Corollary 5.
Explicitly, he showed that the following problems are Turing equivalent and NP-hard:
(i) Computing the n-th term of the Hilbert series of a 12-algebra.
(ii) Computing dimn
n‘1
(S)?Q, in which S is a simply connected "nite complex with cells only
in dimensions 2 and 4.
Recall that a 12-algebra is an associative graded algebra of the form
A"QSx
1
, 2, xsT/Sa1, 2 , arT
in which QSx
1
, 2 , xsT is the free associative algebra generated by Mx1, 2 , xsN homogeneous
elements of degree 1, and Sa
1
, 2 , arT is the ideal generated by homogeneous relations Ma1, 2 , arN
of degree 2.
We see now how these results can be easily deduced from Theorem 3 and Corollary 4. First,
given a 12-algebra as before, write a
k
"+s
i,j/1
c
ijk
x
i
x
j
, k"1, 2 , r, with cijk3Z. The encoding of
A consists of s, r and the s2r integers Mc
ijk
N.
Let us denote by P the problem of graph 3-coloring and by P@ the problem of determining
whether the mth term of the Hilbert series of 12-algebras is non-zero. We de"ne a transformation
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„ : PPP@ which assigns to each instance I representing the graph G with the usual encoding, the
instance „(I) representing m and A
G
de"ned as follows:
A
G
" QSviT
a
i, j
, b
h,k
where Mv
1
, 2 , vnN"<(G), ai, j"v2i #vivj#v2j for each edge (vi, vj)3E(G), and bh,k"vhvk!vkvh,
h, k"1, 2 , n.
We choose m to be the smallest even integer above the formal dimension of H(K<
G,3
, d ).
Now observe that for A
G
, with the description of a generic 12-algebra above, s"n and r)n2 so
that the length of its encoding is at most 2n4#2n2#n. On the other hand, m is also bounded by
a polynomial in n. Indeed, recall that given a minimal model (K<, d) with homogeneous basis
Mv
1
, 2 , vnN, its formal dimension is given by the classical formula
+
Dv
i
D %7%/
1!Dv
i
D# +
Dv
i
D odd
Dv
i
D.
Hence the length of „(I) is bounded polynomially by the length of I.
Finally, by Theorem 3, G is 3-colorable if and only if dimH(K<
G,3
, d)"R. But this is equivalent
to dimH
0
(K<
G,3
, d)"dimK<%7%/
G,3
/(K<%7%/
G,3
) d (<0$$
G,3
))"R. And again, this occurs if and only if
dimHm
0
(K<
G,3
, d)O0 (see [7]). However, observe that the algebra H
0
(K<
G,3
, d) is obviously
isomorphic (up to suspension) to A
G
. Therefore, we conclude that G is 3-colorable if and only if
Am
G
O0. Thus „ is a Turing reduction and P@, together with all the problems in Anick’s result, are
NP-hard.
Finally, concerning now "nite complexes, and as we stated in the introduction, we can easily
show the following surprising fact:
Theorem 7. For the class F of formal ,nite complexes S, the following problems are NP-hard:
(i) Computing dimHn(S; Q).
(ii) Computing n
0
(S), the cup length of H*(S; Q).
Proof. First, we should say that a formal "nite complex is encoded by describing its rational
cohomology algebra via a "nite presentation.
Given a graph G with vertices Mv
1
, 2 , vnN and edges (vr, vs), (r, s)3J, consider the commutative
di!erential graded algebra (H, 0)"(K</I, 0) in which < is generated by Mv
1
, v
2
, 2vnN, Dvi D"3,
1)i)n, and I is the ideal generated by Mv
r
) v
s
D (r, s)3JN. Finally, de"ne S as the formal space for
which H*(S; Q)"H.
Next, observe that dimH3m is precisely the cardinal of independent sets of m elements of G since
non-zero products of the form vi12vi
m
#I3H3m are a basis for this space and are in one to one
correspondence with independent sets of m elements (recall that=L<(G) which is independent if
for any v, w3=, (v, w) N E(G)).
Also, it is obvious that the codi"cation of H requires the same length as the one of G. Hence, the
problem of computing the number of m-independent sets of a graph (which is known to be
NP-complete [3]), is polynomially reducible to the problem of, given m, computing dimH3m. Thus,
(i) follows.
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To prove (ii) simply observe that for H, n
0
coincide with the cardinal of the largest independent
set of G. Indeed, we just remarked that the existence of a non-zero product of p factors implies the
existence of a p-independent set. And conversely if Mvi
1
, 2 , vi
p
N is independent the product class
vi
1
2vi
p
#I is non zero and therefore n
0
*p. h
Final Remarks. (i) In view of the proof of Theorem 7, the construction of (KZ, d), the bigraded
model of H [9], represents an algorithm to compute the independent sets of a given graph, since for
any p, dim Hp"+p
n/0
(!1)ndim(KZ)p~n
n
.
(ii) A conjecture of Anick asserts that every "nite complex of dimension n is the n-skeleton of
an elliptic complex. If this was true, and moreover it was possible, at least for
formal complexes, to build their &elliptic’ closures in polynomial time, then in view of Theorem 7,
one would obtain that, even for elliptic spaces, computing the Betti numbers is an NP-hard
problem. However, for the spaces for which this conjecture has been proved [10], the method
requires exponential time to build their elliptic closures.
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